
Ask a doll collector why a particular doll was chosen to 
enter one’s house and a myriad of reasons will be given:  
the quality, the rarity, the beauty. But more than all other 

reasons is this simple statement that recurs over and over again:  
“The doll just spoke to me”. 

It is the special privilege of the antique lover to hold in one’s hands 
not only the physical object of one’s delight, but also its particular 
past place in other people’s lives. For the collector of antique dolls 
that sense of personal connection to the past is especially intense, a 
doll sometimes seeming to radiate the very spirit of the child who 
cherished it in other times. Simply put, to speak. 

Theriault’s three-day weekend of extraordinary doll auctions 
in Newport Beach, California on January 13, 14, and 15, 2012 pays 
homage to this concept with a 500 lot auction of antique dolls 
entitled “Other People’s Lives”. Their January auction gala has 
become a classic event in the world of antique doll collecting, a 
must-go, must-see event offering the world’s most exceptional 
dolls and childhood ephemera. This year’s splendid offerings 

include fi ne French dolls from original French estates as well 
as private American collections, automata, and rare German 
characters, dollhouse shops and rooms including milliner’s shops 
from the famous Landsberg Museum of Germany, to begin to 
name the treasures. 

Two beautiful A.T. bebes by Thuillier are presented, a rare bebe 
“H” by Halopeau makes her presentation, a Bebe Mothereau with 
the rare J.M. markings is included and the offerings by the French 
fi rm of Bru range from a classic and stunningly beautiful Bru Jne 
to the very rare Bebe Modele and deposed two-faced bebe. Of 
particular note is a superb gathering of bebes from Jules Steiner, 
including a gorgeous mulatto complexioned bebe, two early models 
including Series A-4, each in fi ne couturier original costumes, and the 
very rare Series B model, size 2 in original costume. Classic beauties 
from Emile Jumeau abound, each impeccably attired in original or 
period costumes, and highlighted by the extremely rare Spanish bebe 
in original silk couturier costume, several exquisite portrait bebes, 
petite size 1-3 models including premiere and Paris Bebe with black 

Among the rarest of the Heubach 
sculpted-hair characters is this model, 
7958, in 19” size; the larger size of the 
doll enhances the fi ne modeling. 

A splendid bebe A splendid bebe 
by Thuillier in by Thuillier in 
original ice blue original ice blue 
silk frock and silk frock and 
bonnet, with bonnet, with 
signed A.T. signed A.T. 
shoesshoes

The Series 
B model of 
Jules Steiner 
is virtually 
impossible 
to fi nd. The 
January 
14 auction 
features this 
exquisite model 
in original 
costume.

The extremely rare 
K*R character 107 is a 
highlight of the January highlight of the January 
auction; of hand-
sculpted composition 
the doll is a prototype 
of the K*R doll 
presumably created by presumably created by 
Marian Kaulitz.

Rare black complexioned bebe by 
Jumeau has fl awless bisque and 
complexion, fi ne antique costume.

Created by Prevost during the Created by Prevost during the 
Renaissance of the French doll Renaissance of the French doll 
movement in the early 20th century, movement in the early 20th century, 
this Huret successor doll owns an this Huret successor doll owns an 
extraordinary original 
couturier costume.

Theriault’s January Auction Gala in Southern California, 
January 13-15, 2011
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An oil painting of a Parisian toy store of the 1885 era is included in the auction and is shown here 
along with a medley of playthings and dolls to be sold in the January auction.

and white complexions, and a very rare ebony-black complexioned 
bebe. The French poupees or lady dolls include a petite brown-
complexioned lady signed G.P. with old trousseau, beautiful Rohmer 
poupee with signed body and fi ne antique costume, gorgeous 
Jumeau lady in her original walking suit, and several other poupees 
with trunk and original trousseau.  Of particular note is the unique 
art poupee by Prevost for Huret, created during The Renaissance 
of the French Doll Movement, with an extraordinary trousseau, as 
featured in Theimer’s “The Huret Book”.

Lovers of German character dolls will delight also in the 
auction, including an extremely rare art character doll, the K*R 
107 model attributed to the studios of Marian Kaulitz. There are 
rare bisque characters, too, including a rare 700 model pouty 
girl, the 7958 model of Gebruder Heubach in very rare 19” size 
with superb sculpting of hair, rare glass-eyed Heubach boy 8682, 
the mysterious 128 character girl, and others.  Collectors of early 
Simon and Halbig models will fi nd two examples of the rare 908 
model as well as the sought after petite child dolls with twill-over-

wood and hollow twill bodies.  A litany of glass-eyed character 
models from K*R range from a trio of 12” petite-sized, 101,114, 
and 117, to a rare 30” 117 model; Googlies include a dandy 11” 
model 221 by Kestner, and other character children include K*R 
115, SH 1279 in both grand and small sizes, the mystery 128 child 
in petite size, Dolly Dimple, and two superb Hilda babies by 
Kestner in outstanding costumes. 

Automata include an extremely rare and all original Magician, 
circa 1860, with 16 different “surprises”, delightful and all-original 
Roullet et Decamps automaton featuring a pretty young girl 
seated on her traveling trunk, her watch in hand, impatiently 
tapping her feet as she awaits the train, and the wonderful clown 
with disappearing head by Roullet et Decamps with original 
Magasin des Enfants store label.  A fi ne small collection of 
mechanical pull-toys are highlighted by an early gentleman model 
with sculpted-hair man by Simon and Halbig, and a wonderful 
bisque-head pull-toy Polichinelle, and there is a fi ne Zinner and 
Sohne hand-wind toy of dancing children. The auction features 

Emile Jumeau catered to the 
international exotic tastes of Parisian 
travelers. Only two examples of this 
Spanish gentleman with original 
costume are known to exist.

The rare mystery doll, 128, is 
presented in a most captivating 
petite size, with antique costume.
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fi ne cloth dolls ranging from folk art to salon ladies, and notably 
fi ne early examples by Kathe Kruse. There are rare all-bisque 
mignonettes, early porcelain dolls, all-original composition dolls, 
a fi ne collection of maitrise model doll furniture, and numerous 
other rarities.

Collectors of miniature shops, kitchens and doll rooms will fi nd 
special treasures, too, highlighted by a collection of 20 rooms from 
the Landsberg Dollhouse Museum of Germany. Of signifi cance in 
this collection are the large number of pieces bearing the signature 
of the sought-after work of Christian Hacker,  most notably two 
fi ne milliner’s shops, and Moritz Gottschalk.  Also presented is a 
large collection of TynieToy dollhouse furnishings. 

For the makers of antique dolls the costumes were certainly of 
equal importance as the doll itself. Yet antique doll costumes have 
become more and more impossible to fi nd. The auction features 
more than 50 lots of fi ne 19th century costumes, accessories and 
shoes. To complete the doll’s world are also rare doll-sized 

furnishings including several mid-19th century pieces bearing 
the luxury shop label. Collectors on the search for “something 
different” will fi nd wonderful choices ranging from a fi ne wooden 
cabinet with needlework sample cards, to a collection of antique 
silver baby rattles.  

The antique doll auction takes place on Friday evening and 
all day Saturday. A 160 page full color catalog of the antique 
dolls, “Other People’s Lives” is available for $59 including 
priority shipping. Sunday will feature a fi ne collection of vintage 
American dolls from the golden 1950s, highlighted by a collection 
of more than 50 Cissy fashion models; a catalog of the 1950s dolls, 
“ A Child’s Dream Come True” is available for $49 including 
priority shipping. In addition, a Discovery Day auction of still 
more antique and vintage dolls will be held on Sunday. For more 
information about attending the auction or ways to bid absentee, 
or to order catalogs visit www.theriaults.com, call 800-638-0422, or 
email info@theriaults.com. 

“Will the train be on time?” The 
automaton by Roullet & Decamps 
features a young girl impatiently 
tapping her feet as she looks – and then 
looks again – at the watch she holds. 
The mechanism and music are hidden 
within the trunk she is seated upon.

A stunningly beautiful mulatto-
complexioned bebe by Jules 
Steiner is presented in her 
original costume, along with an 
additional original costume.

Store card of antique miniature dolls and toys is 
centered by the bisque-head storekeeper.

A fi ne mid-19th century milliner’s shop by Christian Hacker is A fi ne mid-19th century milliner’s shop by Christian Hacker is 
amply furnished with hats, supplies, and accessories. The Hacker 
stamp appears on the  underside.

A mid-19th century well-fi tted grocery bears the stamp of A mid-19th century well-fi tted grocery bears the stamp of 
Christian Hacker and is one of 25 groceries, shops, kitchens 
and rooms presented in the auction. 
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